
Product Name

Product Code (Model Number)

Short Description

Long Description

EAN

Colour

Designed and Engineered in Australia

Net Product Dimensions L x W x H (mm)

Net Weight (kg)

Gross Weight (kg)

Warranty Duration (Months)

Warranty Type

Cast In Element Yes

Cool Touch Handles Yes

Cord Length (mm) 1080

Dishwasher Safe Grill Plate Yes

Grill Plate Depth Refer to HG3300

Grillplate Design Reversible

Heat Settings 10

Included Accessories Double Ended Cleaning Spatula

Non Stick Coating Yes

Plate Dimensions (mm) 460 x 280

Removable Drip Tray Yes

Variable Temperature Yes

Wattage 2200

Accurate temperature cooking

The Sunbeam DiamondForce™ ReversaGrill, powered by a 2200 watt element, is cast in the heavy duty base for fast heat up, 
superior heat transfer and even heat distribution for excellent cooking results.

Versatile Cooking

The 2-in-1 45cm x 27cm Reversible Grill and Flat plates enables you to cook an entire meal from breakfast to dinner. Use the flat 
hotplate for cooking eggs, crepes or pikelets. Easily flip the plate over to use the grill for searing meats, seafood and vegetables. 
The built in drip tray for the grill easily catches excess oil.

Key Feature 3

DiamondForce™ ReversaGrill™ BBQ Grill

Key Feature 1

Key Feature 2

9311445027158

Experience the DiamondForce™ advantage in Sunbeam’s Electric Cookware Range for advanced non-stick cooking performance. 
The DiamondForce™ non-stick coating uses a unique, diamond-infused coating on the base of each pan that creates a non-stick 
coating that is 2x more durable* than traditional non-stick.

*Scratch tested vs traditional non-stick coating

Grill with ease with the DiamondForce™ ReversaGrill™ BBQ Grill.

Engineered diamond particles in the base create a unique and strong interlocking matrix, bonding the layers together and creating 
a coating that’s two times more durable* than traditional non-stick grills. Your DiamondForce™ ReversaGrill has got your back for 
the long haul.

Powered by a cast-in heating element, the DiamondForce™ ReversaGrill is controlled by a thermostat to ensure stable cooking 
temperatures are maintained. The 2-in-1 45cm x 27cm Reversible Grill and Flat Plate enables you to cook an entire meal from 
breakfast to dinner. Use the flat hotplate for your eggs, crepes, ricotta hotcakes or buttermilk pancakes, then easily flip over to 
grill your chicken skewers, beef burgers or chicken fajitas. It’s perfect for a big family cook up. And the best bit? The built-in drip 
tray easily catches excess oil making your meal healthier and a lot less messy – especially if you’re grilling indoors.

Experience the DiamondForce™ advantage today.

*Scratch tested vs traditional non-stick coating

DiamondForce™ ReversaGrill™ BBQ Grill

HGM3000DF

Designed and reinforced with a diamond-infused two-layer coating, DiamondForce™ is an innovation in non-stick coating 
technology. The engineered diamond particles create a unique and strong interlocking matrix creating a tougher coating that is 
two times more durable* than traditional non-stick coating.

DiamondForce™ non-stick coating

Easy Clean

The DiamondForce™ coating advantage with advanced non-stick performance provides superior food release, requiring little to 
no oil when cooking food and easy wipe clean up.

Key Feature 4
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Replacement

Dark blue base

Yes

580 x 335 x 90

6.05

6.05


